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The Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers is headed to New Orleans! The program is now available. Remember to hashtag #clag2017 and share your experience!

New Orleans Second Line by Bob Graham
Dear CLAGistas,

(Columbus, 11/17/2016) Yesterday, in the context of a growing movement to make Ohio State a sanctuary campus, I spoke with an undergraduate who describes herself as undocumented. A top student who is graduating in the spring, she is scrambling to re-map her future in light of last week’s election. Two weeks ago, she was getting ready to apply to graduate schools. Now, she’s deeply concerned that after January 20, she will no longer be able to count on the protection of her DACA status and work permit. She’s reluctantly contemplating returning to San Cristóbal, Chiapas, where several years ago she invested in an undeveloped suburban lote. At least, she said, I have somewhere to go.

I recount this conversation because it gets to the heart-breaking center of life for many Latinx* living in the U.S. today. It is also an urgent reminder of the ways in which lives, livelihoods, and landscapes in the U.S. and Latin America are mutually created not just through material transactions around things like land, but around the fear, aspirations, and struggles of peoples who are constantly negotiating and navigating life across borders, communities, and unstable legal regimes.

Latin Americanist geographers have studied this stuff for a long time. But I wonder if, for our scholarly community, this election might not come to represent a critical moment of intellectual focus and collective political mobilization. I say this because for many, the election has inspired us to try harder to articulate, and to double down on, our commitments to the people and communities we care about. In our professional lives, I think this can translate into renewed effort to study what matters not just to us but to the communities in which we live and work, and into finding more ways to share our insights beyond academia. The importance of such work is affirmed in the new JLAG Statement of Purpose, where the editorial team...

...extend[s] an invitation to scholars who are researching issues of migration and immigration, border policy, trans-national flows and identities, and the ways in which Latin America intersects with global political economies. [...] We strongly encourage nuanced, textured, and socially engaged research. While this can manifest in a wide-range of sub-disciplines and can occur in diverse places, we seek specifically to publish work that engages issues of social and environmental justice, human rights, political agency, and power from critical perspectives.

We meet next month in New Orleans. In the meantime, I encourage you to check out Hispanic and Latino New Orleans: Immigration and Identity since the Eighteenth Century (LSU Press, 2015) by CLAG members Andrew Sluyter, Case Watkins, James P. Chaney, and Annie M. Gibson. The book describes the long and varied contributions made to the city by Isleños, Cubans, Hondurans, Mexicans, Brazilians and other communities. Here’s intellectually robust scholarship that is also selling out in airport bookstores. It’s an incredibly timely reminder of how Latin Americanist geographic scholarship can be a vital check on racist and xenophobic interpretations of the U.S.’ history and present, and a crucial defense of a world enriched by the work, creativity and dreams of a brilliant diversity of people.

Kendra McSweeney, CLAG Chair
Ohio State University

*An imperfect word used for expedience. The student identifies as Latina in the U.S.; her family is Tzotzil.
Dear LASG Members,

I’m honored to write my first “Letter from the Chair” to the membership of LASG. There has been a whirl of LASG-related activity in the run up to the abstract deadline for the 2017 AAG meeting that I’d like to update you all about.

First, though, I want to mention the other new LASG Officers: Federica Bono (KU Leuven) is the new Vice Chair of LASG, and Denielle Perry (University of Oregon) is the new Secretary-Treasurer. Diego Pons, Anna Sveinsdóttir, and Josh Rudow continue their excellent work as our graduate student representatives. Since these three are in the second year of their two-year terms, in early 2017 we’ll circulate a call for nominations for the graduate student representative positions, and we’ll hold elections to these positions at our business meeting in Boston.

Speaking of Boston, I’m looking forward to seeing many of you there. As usual, LASG will sponsor many paper and panel sessions (total count TBA). One of the benefits of sponsorship is that it helps avoid too much overlap of LASG-sponsored sessions. In the weeks leading up to the conference we will circulate a complete list of all LASG-sponsored sessions. Among those sessions, I’m excited to report that LASG, along with CLAG, will be co-sponsoring the participation of Brazilian geographer Rogerio Haesbaert da Costa from the Universidade Federal Fluminense in a session dedicated to the life and work of Doreen Massey. As usual, we will also share our business meeting with CLAG, which is traditionally followed by our joint social event (stay tuned for the details).

In the coming weeks we will also be circulating our calls for submissions to our various student award categories. As has been discussed via the LASG discussion board and in the last two business meetings, we’ve adjusted the total award sizes in order to put more emphasis (and money!) toward the field study awards. As an added incentive for the PhD-level paper award, the winning paper will once again be eligible for automatic submission for peer review in The Journal of Latin American Geography. This year we’ll also continue the co-authored paper award. Like last year, we’ll have five total awards:

Field Study Award, PhD: $1,000
Field Study Award, MA: $500
Best Paper Award, PhD: $200 + JLAG submission
Best Paper Award, MA: $100
Best Paper Award, co-author: $100

As these awards make up the single largest expenditure from the annual LASG budget, I strongly encourage all graduate students to consider submitting proposals and/or completed papers for these awards. Be on the lookout for the coming CFPs. Submission deadline will be in late winter/early spring 2017.

Finally, I’m happy to report that as of November 15, 2016, LASG has a total of 561 members. Of this total number, nearly 30% are international members, including 83 from Latin America (including Puerto Rico). Importantly, 263 of our members – 47% of our total membership – are students. This portrait of our membership demonstrates both how important students are in our specialty group, and the international breadth of our membership, especially in Latin America.

I look forward to seeing you all in Boston!

Best,

Johnny

Johnny Finn, LASG Chair
Christopher Newport University
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CLAG Member News

Christian Brannstrom conducted fieldwork and taught short courses on wind energy in Fortaleza, Brazil during May-June 2016. He also co-taught a study abroad program in Costa Rica, which included visits to Pacific and Caribbean coasts. In July 2016 he was appointed Associate Dean for Academic Affairs in the College of Geosciences at Texas A&M University.


Diego Pons (University of Denver) was awarded the Graduate Student Research Award for Excellence in Research from the University of Denver, Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, May 2016.

Jorge Ruiz (Profesor Asociado Escuela de Ciencias Sociales, Área de Geografía, Universidad Pedagogica y Tecnologica de Colombia) is part way through a Research Scholar appointment in the Department of Geography at the University of California, Santa Barbara, a 24-month sabbatical-postdoctoral plan. Email: jorge.ruiz@geog.ucsb.edu
Chris Hartmann (PhD, Ohio State University '16) is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Public Health at SUNY Old Westbury.

Catherine Nolin (University of Northern British Columbia, UNBC) recently traveled for three invited lectures at Kent State University (Documenting Violence: Seeing the Disappeared, with James Rodríguez), McMaster University (Transnational ruptures in a time of impunity: Genocide, mining, and migration at Dis/placing the Borders of North America Workshop), and Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany (Transnational violence in a time of impunity: Genocide, mining, and migration at Encountering Transnational (In)Security and Violence in Guatemala research workshop).

Antoinette WinklerPrins sends news as the Chair of the Publications Committee of the American Geographic Society (AGS) about the journal FOCUS on Geography. Until 2015, the print format journal has been reinvented for the digital age by members of the AGS. The journal is now a peer-reviewed digital only journal (with DOIs for each article) that focuses on highly visual and dynamic presentation. Interested authors can submit a feature article or photo essay. Three of its first four articles are Latin America focused and written by CLAG members. Dr. WinklerPrins believes that, in addition to JLAG, this journal will be attractive to CLAGistas. Note: the new President of the AGS is long active CLAGista Dr. Marie Price of the George Washington University.

LASG Member News

Adrienne Johnson, Anna Zalik, David Szablowski, Eduardo Canel, and Social Action were awarded a grant from York University’s Canada @ 150 initiative to fund a conference entitled, The Past, Present, and Future of Canada and the Global Extractives Complex. The conference seeks to examine the ambivalent role that Canada plays in building, governing, and maintaining extractive frontiers within the country and abroad. The multi-day conference will take place in late-2017 and will provide a platform for scholarly paper presentations and roundtable discussions on resource governance and extractive industries in a global context.

Recent Graduates and New Positions

Congratulations to the following people who are in new positions:
Nicholas Wise has a new position as Senior Lecturer in Tourism and Events Management, Faculty of Education, Health and Community at the Liverpool John Moores University.

Claudia Radel is now serving as Associate Dean of the Quinney College of Natural Resources at Utah State University.

Julio C. Postigo is now a Senior Research Scientist of the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago. He is also a newly-appointed Liaison Scientist for the Collaborative Crop Research Program of the McKnight Foundation.

LASG Available Opportunities

We have a Ph.D. graduate fellowship available to begin Fall 2017 in the Ecology, Evolution, Ecosystems, and Society (EEES) graduate program at Dartmouth College. The student would join an ongoing research program on community-based fishing and rice farming in the Dominican Republic.

The successful candidate will have a background in an environmentally-oriented social science, and a desire to integrate applied social and ecological research. Extensive fieldwork in the Dominican Republic will be required, and as such a high level of Spanish fluency with substantial speaking experience is also required. The new EEES graduate program at Dartmouth College offers an interdisciplinary intellectual environment, ample resources for graduate students, and a committed faculty. To initiate an application, email a CV and statement of interest to Michael Cox (Michael.e.cox@dartmouth.edu). Please forward this to anyone who might be interested.

Grad Student Awards

CLAG Student Conference Travel Awards, 2016

The following CLAG student members have been awarded competitive travel grants of $500 each to present their research at the CLAG conference in New Orleans in January 2017.

- Aghane de Carvalho Antunes (University of Florida)
- Megan D. Baumann (Pennsylvania State University)
- Teresa Bornschlegl (Clark University)
- Alejandra Guzmán Luna (Colegio de la Frontera Sur)
- Paula Haddad (PUCMINAS-Brazil); declined.
- Lorena I. Toro Mayorga (Universidad Técnica del Norte-Ecuador)
- Karly Marie Miller (University of California, Santa Barbara)
- Diego Pons (University of Denver)
- Emilie L. Schur (University of Arizona)
## CLAG Field Study Award Winner Reports, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Award</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Project Title &amp; Amount Awarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Nietschmann (PhD)</td>
<td>Seth Denizen, University of California at Berkeley (advisor: Michael Watts)</td>
<td>The Vertical Geopolitics of 42 Centimeters in Iztapalapa, Mexico City ($1,500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert C. West (PhD)</td>
<td>Diana Denham, Portland State University (advisor: Nathan McClintock)</td>
<td>Traditional markets in an era of supermarketization: A case study of Mexico’s tianguis ($1,500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James J. Parsons (PhD)</td>
<td>Rebecca McMillan, University of Toronto (advisor: Scott Prudham)</td>
<td>Coproducing the state? Water, participation, and justice in Venezuela ($1,500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Nietschmann (PhD)</td>
<td>Elizabeth Tellman, Arizona State University (advisor: Billie Lee Turner II)</td>
<td>Clandestine transactions and land use change: The consequences of clientelism in Mexico City and cocaine transit in Central America ($1,334)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert C. West (PhD)</td>
<td>Laurel Bellante, University of Arizona (advisor: Tracey Osborne)</td>
<td>Dispossession through ‘Double Exposure’: The Struggle for Farmer Autonomy in the Face of Climate Change and Neoliberalism ($1,333)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James J. Parsons (PhD)</td>
<td>Gabriel Granco, Kansas State University (advisor: Marcellus Caldas)</td>
<td>Modeling land change dynamics of sugarcane to predict Cerrado biodiversity vulnerability ($1,333)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarissa Kimber (Master’s)</td>
<td>Emilie Schur, University of Arizona (advisor: Margaret Wilder)</td>
<td>Reimagining water security: The case of two colonias across the U.S.-Mexico border ($500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William M. Denevan (Master’s)</td>
<td>Blaise Murphy, University of Denver (advisor: J. Michael Daniels)</td>
<td>Terracing, Land Management, and Agricultural Soils in the Andagua Valley of the Southern Peruvian Andes ($500)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Seth Denizen’s (University of California at Berkeley)**

Doctoral research examines the vertical geopolitics of Iztapalapa’s shifting ground. The purpose of the research project is to study the emergence of Iztapalapa’s geography of geological risk through the work of hybrid empirical and political institutions like Centro de Evaluación de Riesgo Geológico (CERG) / Center for the Evaluation of Geological Risk, in order better understand how complex social, political, and scientific negotiations in a contingent environment transform empirical evidence into a plan of survival.

- With the support of the Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers Seth traveled to Mexico in 2016 and worked primarily with CERG that has been tasked with mapping geological hazards in order to try to predict which areas of the city will be affected in the future.
- In the municipality of Iztapalapa, just east of the center of Mexico City, the rate of subsidence has reached forty-two centimeters per year. This is one of the highest rates of subsidence in the world, causing water lines to rupture, buildings to become unstable, and sewer flow gradients to reverse. The cause of this subsidence is the extraction of groundwater, which has been known with absolute certainty since late 1948.
- In the absence of a plan to stop extracting groundwater, and as a result of the geotechnical effects of the water already extracted, high rates of subsidence in Iztapalapa will continue for the foreseeable future. The question for residents then becomes how to survive the subsidence as it continues.
Rebecca McMillan’s (University of Toronto) doctoral research examines Venezuela’s participatory water management institutions – referred to as “technical water committees” – and their relationship to water equity and changing state-society relations. This summer, the country was at the peak of its worst drought in nearly half a century. Because Venezuela is highly reliant on hydroelectricity, the drought had multiple spin-off effects across the public and private sectors.

- Rebecca spent summer 2016 in Venezuela conducting preliminary research for the first stage of PhD field research, to be conducted over 1-1.5 years and divided between Caracas and a rural case community.
- During this first phase of field research, Rebecca carried out interviews with water activists, government officials, and other researchers in Caracas to establish the broader context of the project. Additionally, Rebecca began attending water committee meetings in the community of Antímano.
- One research theme in this first phase has been exploring the roots of the present water crisis, and competing narratives about its causes. Water narratives, as political ecologists suggest, do important “work” in terms of supporting political coalitions or (de)legitimizing projects.
- The next phase of research involves 11 months of community-level ethnographic research with the water committees.

Elizabeth Tellman’s (Arizona State University) doctoral research examines how clientelism works in the process of urban land change in Mexico City and cocaine transit in Central America.

- Preliminary fieldwork on informal settlements was conducted from June-August, 2016 and focused on interviewing academic experts on Mexico City’s urbanization and key agents shaping and regulating informal urbanization, including government officials, residents, and political party and social movement leaders. In addition to these interviews, visits were made to informal urban communities and participant observation engaging in government meetings discussing regulating urbanization in the Mexican Megalopolis (Megalopolis II, July 25-26, Mexican Legislative Assembly) and planning eviction of informal settlements in one borough of the city (Xochimilco), which is rapidly urbanizing on formal conservation land.
- Initial expert interviews confirmed politics permeates informal settlements and the regularization process at all stages. Politicians at every level—local delegation, local representatives, federal level senators, mayors, and even the President—can formally or informally influence regularization or access to urban services.

Laurel Bellante’s (University of Arizona) doctoral research involves in-depth research in two corn-farming counties in Chiapas, Mexico. Laurel’s study documents farmers’ experiences of “double exposure” to both climate change and neoliberal agricultural policies and the associated impacts on land use decisions, resource control, farmer organizing, and the long-term viability of smallholder corn production.

- Preliminary data analysis reveals the many ways in which farmers are experiencing and responding to ‘double exposure.’ On the one hand, farmers observe worrisome changes in their local environment and climate and increasing yield losses from drought, climate extremes, and pests. On the other hand, neoliberal agricultural policies have increased competition among corn farmers just as agricultural supports in the form of credit access, subsidized seeds and inputs, and state-based extension services have been sharply curtailed.
- This research demonstrates the complex ways in which political economic factors intersect with and compound farmers’ vulnerability to environmental changes.
- In the absence of new efforts to reinvigorate Mexico’s seed, inputs, and extension services, this research identifies strong economic and environmental trends that reduce the long-term viability of small-scale farming and thwart transitions to more sustainable and resilient agricultural practices.
Gabriel Granco’s (Kansas State University) fieldwork had the objective to advance an approach to studying land change dynamics’ impacts on biodiversity considering climate change scenarios. Environmental impacts are of concern when ethanol is produced in areas of high biodiversity value such as the Brazilian savanna known as Cerrado. This biome has been the breadbasket of the Brazil since the agricultural revolution in the 1970s powered by intensive capital and the conversion of the large plains to grain production and pastureland.

- Gabriel’s fieldwork took place at the laboratory of Meta-population and Landscape Ecology at Federal University of Goias, Goiania, Brazil, under the supervision of Dr. de Marco Jr. This laboratory is on the leading edge of ecological niche modeling (ENM) concerning the Cerrado’s biodiversity investigating the response of a wide number of mammals, amphibians, and insects to land use and climate change. It was a rich experience to collaborate with a large lab developing partnerships, sharing data and insights.
- Gabriel spent 45 days in this laboratory; during this time he was trained in the most recent modeling and evaluation methods on ENM.
- During fieldwork, Gabriel collaborated in the development of an ENM for sugarcane. They modeled the areas suitable for sugarcane production, thus the ENM result indicates areas where sugarcane can be grown.

Emilie Schur’s (University of Arizona) thesis is a comparative study of two colonia communities—Columbus, New Mexico and Palomas, Chihuahua—that are separated by the U.S.-Mexico border, but interconnected by contaminated groundwater from the transboundary Mimbres Basin Aquifer. During summer fieldwork, Emilie focused on answering two primary research questions: What causes household water insecurity in colonia communities, and how can access to clean and reliable water be improved?

- Emilie stayed in Palomas, Chihuahua for a month and traveled to the county seat of Ascension and Ciudad Juarez for interviews with policymakers. Emilie lived for a second month in Deming, New Mexico.
- In Palomas, Emilie collaborated with eight community health workers, promotoras de salud, to co-design a survey for assessing household water security. Emilie held two focus groups during the design phase with the promotoras, and afterward they surveyed 102 households in Palomas. In Columbus, Emilie collaborated with a local NGO to survey 50 households.
- Emilie conducted semi-structured interviews with 52 stakeholders. These included representatives from water utilities, environmental/conservation organizations, border agencies, government officials, farmers/ranchers, well drillers, teachers, community health workers, and academics. My research contributes to a growing body of work that calls for a refining of water security metrics based on grounded, participatory research.

Blaise Murphy (University of Denver) completed field work for her Master’s thesis studying agricultural soils in the Andagua Valley of the Southern Peruvian Andes. The overarching goal of this project was to answer the following question: What effects do terracing and land management have on agriculturally relevant soil properties in the Andagua Valley?

- To complete this research, Blaise collected 90 topsoil samples from both abandoned and cultivated agricultural terraces of varying ages, aspects and types across the valley. Throughout the research process, she became particularly interested in the areas called Paccareta and Tauca, both of which were reconstructed within the last 50 years but have drastically different occupational histories, resulting in distinct agricultural soil properties.
- Observations from the field show that wall collapse can induce sheet erosion in abandoned agricultural terraces. The process removes topsoil from terraces on micro-shoulderslopes and micro-backslopes exposing a subsurface compacted clay horizon also found underlaying currently cultivated terraces across the valley. Lab analysis will further illuminate the effects of land management on the soil systems in the valley and their potential for future agricultural fertility.
- Outcomes of this project will be compiled in the form of a Master’s thesis and shared with the community on Blaise’s return to Peru.
Journal of Latin American Geography
Volume 15, Number 3, November 2016

El Estado paralegal: México dentro de la estrategia de seguridad hemisférica
Alfonso Valenzuela-Aguilera

Child Migration and Transnationalized Violence in Central and North America
Kate Swanson, Rebecca Maria Torres

“Now We Have Equality”: A Feminist Political Ecology Analysis of Carbon Markets in Oaxaca, Mexico
Miriam Gay-Antaki

La circulación de políticas urbanas: la Corporación Antiguo Puerto Madero y “Mendoza-Madero”
Guillermo Paz Jajamovich

Soy expansion and the absent state: indigenous and peasant livelihood options in eastern Paraguay
Mario L. Cardozo, Danilo Salas, Isabel Ferreira, Teresa Mereles, Laura Rodríguez

JLAG Perspectives: Vida, Conhecimento e Território: uma geobiografía do Carlos Walter Porto-Gonçalves
Laura Sarmiento